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Although military service has not been highly regarded by 
many since the Blakist Jihad, DeBorah McDermott opted to 
enlist at the ripe age of 21, a full seven years before the 
collapse of interstellar communications and the chaos that 
has followed. A citizen of The Republic, born and raised, 
and a self-proclaimed student of history—particularly that 
of the 31st century—McDermott truly believes in the grand 
experiment that is The Republic of the Sphere.  Noting the 
continuous warfare of the past four centuries, her ardent 
belief is that The Republic is the most perfect attempt 
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MARS ASSAULT TANK
Serial Number: GB2619-711F
Mass: 100 tons
Movement Type: Tracked

Power Plant: Fusion 200
Cruising Speed: 22 kph
Flank Speed: 32 kph

Armor: Compound Zeta 
  Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Series 7N Extended-
  Range Large Laser
1 CRG Gauss Rifle
2 Series IX Machine Guns
1 Type KOV LB-10X 
  AutoCannon
3 Type XV “Crossbow” 
  LRM 15-Racks with  
  Artemis FCS
2 Pattern J6c Streak-6 

  SRM Launchers

Commentary
Easily the heaviest Clan-made ground vehicle ever 
produced, the 100-ton Mars assault tank carries an arsenal 
powerful enough to cripple or destroy light BattleMechs in 
a single volley. Though comparatively slow as a result of 
its sheer mass, a thick hide of ferro-fibrous armor deflects 
enough enemy fire to give this hulking machine time to 
flatten the opposition.
 The Mars designated GB2619-711F was originally a Ghost 
Bear vehicle, and was among the forces that Clan sent to 
help battle the Word of Blake during the Jihad, but its crew 
was killed during the fighting for New Earth by an enemy 
incendiary attack. Occasionally, McDermott claims that she 
can hear frantic, ghostly voices when operating this vehicle. 
Though her techs have examined it and certified everything 
to be in perfect working order, she continues to believe 
her tank is haunted, and has taken to calling it “Rolling 
Dutchman” as a result.

ever to overcome the continuous cycle of warfare 
that has engulfed the Inner Sphere since the fall 
of the original Star League. This belief, almost religious 
in nature, has turned her into something of a patriotic 
idealist, even faced with the chaos of the falling darkness 
around her.
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